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“EXOTIC FOOD FOR THOUGHT” 

ABOUT ACCREDITATION BY PRIVATE ASSOCIATIONS 
 
National Rifle Association (NRA) members are NOT exempt from gun laws. 
 
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) pilots are NOT exempt from the aviation laws and from 
getting pilots licenses, and don't get special recognition from the Federal Aviation Association (FAA).   
 
American Automobile Association (AAA) members are NOT exempt from traffic laws and from getting 
driving licenses in order to drive legally. 
 
 American Kennel Club (AKC) members are NOT exempt from dog ownership, breeding, and etc. laws. 
 
American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) members are NOT exempt from state requirements 
to get a veterinary license. 
 
American Medical Association (AMA) members are NOT exempt from state requirements to get a 
medical license. 
 
American Dental Association (ADA) members are NOT exempt from state requirements to get a dental 
license. 
 
The Joint Commission accredited hospitals, doctor’s offices, nursing homes, office-based surgery 
centers, behavioral health treatment facilities, and providers of home care services are NOT exempt 
from state requirements to employ licensed physicians and nurses, and the accreditation is NOT 
MANDATORY to operate these medical facilities. The accreditation is totally voluntary and medical 
facilities can operate without this accreditation. 
  
American Animal Hospital Association (AAHA) accredited member hospitals are NOT exempt from 
state requirements to employ licensed veterinarians, and AAHA accreditation is NOT MANDATORY to 
operate a veterinary hospital. AAHA accreditation is totally voluntary and animal hospitals can operate 
without AAHA accreditation. 
 
Association of Zoos and Aquariums, (AZA) members, and lately private ‘wildlife sanctuary 
associations’ members ARE EXEMPT from the exotic animal bans and legislation. WHY is there a 
preferential and discriminatory treatment for exotic animal ownership? 
 
WHY are our government bodies UNFAIRLY regularly exempting private Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums, (AZA) members, and lately private ‘wildlife sanctuary associations’ members from the 
exotic animal bans? 
  
How can our government legislate that someone must join a private hypocritical 501©3 associations  
(that are supporting the bans they are exempt from, and are ideologically opposed to exotic animal 
ownership other than their own), in order to own exotic animals? This violates the non AZA and non 
sanctuary peoples’ Constitutional rights of freedom of speech, property rights (which animals legally 
are), equal protection of the laws and our pursuit of liberty and happiness. 
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